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"Dear Burns, thou Brother of my heart. . ."
Thomas Blacklock, "Epistle to Burns" (August, 1789)

The Scottish poet Thomas Blacklock (1721-91) is not usually remembered
today as a poet in own right but as "the first literary man of established
reputation who recognised the genius of Burns."^ However, in the 1750s,
Blacklock, another native of southwest Scotland, had himself been rec-
ognized by the Edinburgh literati as a literary prodigy, though it was his
ability to write convincing visually descriptive imagery despite having been
blinded by smallpox at the age of five months that primarily aroused their
curiosity.^ Blacklock's reliance upon philanthropic patrons and subscrip-
tion publishing meant that his printed poetry collections were dominated
by conventional complimentary verses and polite pastorals, making it easy
for later commentators to dismiss him as a "minor" Scottish Augustan.-'
Harry M. Solomon's relatively recent dismissal that "even with a push,
pigs rarely fly, and Blacklock's poems now enjoy an appropriate oblivion,"
is particularly harsh, but not untypical.'' I have argued elsewhere that the
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more autobiographical of Blacklock's poems do reward attention as the
voice of a man who struggled to take control over the restrictive terms
within which his physical impairment was being defined, and who played
an influential role in promoting less patronizing attitudes and practical
measures to ensure the education of the blind.^ For this reason alone, his
varied career as poet, theologian, journalist, political pamphleteer, transla-
tor, tutor, and literary mentor is worth recovering. But although, given his
physical impairment, he may seem somewhat exceptional, in many respects
this is not an untypical range of activities for people belonging to the gen-
eration of Scottish literati born between 1719 and 1723, whom Richard Sher
identifies as playing a crucial role in shaping the Edinburgh Enlighten-
ment.* The present study confines itself to reconstructing the contexts for
Blacklock's initial championing of Burns and to reconsidering his role in
the Scottish vernacular revival. My hope is not only to increase our under-
standing of the early reception of Burns in Edinburgh and the origins of
the song-collecting project over which they collaborated, but in so doing,
to cast more light upon the contemporary dialogue between vernacular and
Anglophone literary culture.

In an essay addressing Hugh Blair's significance for Burns, Liam
Mcllvanney has convincingly challenged a tendency in recent accounts by
Robert Crawford and others "for viewing eighteenth-century Scottish cul-
ture as bifurcated between two monolithic and antagonistic movements,
the Scottish Enlightenment and the Scottish Vernacular Revival; the one, a
cosmopolitan movement, concerned to explore a universal 'science of man';
the other, a movement to preserve and valorize native language and tradi-
tions."^ Mcllvanney usefully observes how in practice "these cultural forces,
interacted with one another and intersected in the lives of individual Scots"
(27). As will emerge, Blacklock's literary career exemplifies this pattern of
interaction and intersection, although the lack of an adequate biography has
meant that the significance of his complex cultural positioning for Burns
still generates equivocation.^ The ensuing analysis is therefore prefaced by
a brief biographical outline.

By the time Blacklock first met Burns in 1786, the blind poet had long
been a curious object of attention amongst the Edinburgh literati whose
undoubtedly genuine philanthropic concerns were shaped, as Catherine
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Packham has recently addressed, by a sentimental philosophical inter-
est in the epistemological challenge posed by a man with no visual mem-
ory.' Blacklock tried to resist being cast as a "prodigy," an inspired bard
with supposed supersensory abilities, or being reduced to a mere object
of scientific wonder, and yet he and Burns shared the fate of having their
posthumous reputations shaped by Henry Mackenzie, whose sentimen-
tal "Account of the Life and Works of Dr. Blacklock" was prefixed to a
1793 posthumous edition of the poems. Blacklock was no "heaven-taught
ploughman," a term that has in itself prompted many misconceptions,
but nonetheless, his social origins were relatively humble, and, again like
Burns, his career involved a series of social, cultural, and linguistic nego-
tiations between the vernacular society in which he grew up and the more
polite, classicist, and Anglicized intellectual culture of Edinburgh where
he completed his education and became a literary celebrity.̂ "

Blacklock was born in 1721 at Annan, Dumfriesshire into a literate
laboring-class family; his mother, born Ann Rae, was from a Cumbrian
cattle-trading family, and his father, John Blacklock, was a master brick-
layer who also had family connections south of the border. Thomas grew
up in the relatively "improved" market town of Dumfries, which, in the
decades after 1745, gained a new'harbor, a theater, and riverside "walks."
Assuming that blindness precluded his son from manual labor, Blacklock's
father encouraged an early aptitude for learning. We do not know if the
poet attended a local school, but family and neighbors were credited with
providing him with some basic grounding in school Latin and for encour-
aging his early love of poetry by reading to him from the works of Spenser,
Milton, Prior, Addison, Pope, and Allan Ramsay. As this list implies,
the young Blacklock was exposed to a predominantly modern, English-
Augustan, neoclassical poetic canon, though the inclusion of the Scot-
tish poet and song-collector Ramsay, who wrote in bot:h standard English
and Scots, will take on added significance when we come to consider the
mature poet's complex relationship with the vernacular. Blacklock reput-
edly began composing original occasional verse from the age of twelve, but
his sense of security was shattered when his father was killed when a kiln
he was repairing collapsed." At nineteen. Blacklock thought be might be
obliged to seek a living as street musician, but recognizing his literary tal-
ents, the Edinburgh physician John Stevenson paid for him to attend Edin-
burgh High School and later the university, where the young poet attended
lectures over at least five sessions either side of the 1745 uprising.'^
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Blacklock's first volume of poems was printed "For the Author" at
Glasgow in 1746. David Hume, who took various steps to help Blacklock
achieve economic independence, promoted an expanded volume issued at
Edinburgh in 1752. Blacklock's first two volumes were self-published. It
was a move Hume described at the time as an attempt to avoid "the great-
est part of the profit" going to "the booksellers," and, as Sher has recently
noted, a method Burns subsequently adopted.̂ -' Hume also prompted the
London bookseller Robert Dodsley to gain the support of Joseph Spence,
formerly professor of poetry at Oxford, in organizing the subscription edi-
tion of Blacklock's Poems, issued at London in 1^56.^'^ This provided a degree
of financial independence, but Blacklock hoped to forge a career as a lec-
turer. In 1757, he was telling Dodsley, "I have some thoughts of attempting
a Course of Lectures upon Eloquence, History & Poetry, in Edinburgh
at the opening of the Winter Season," and he was seeking the patronage
of the Duke of Argyll for an Edinburgh chair (Tierney, 283). But by the
late 1750S, on Hume's advice. Blacklock set aside his attempts to gain an
acadernic post and retreated to his married sister's household in Dumfries
where he became a live-in tutor to his nephews while reluctantly training
to become a licensed Presbyterian minister.'^

Returning to Dumfries, Blacklock became a focus for amateur liter-
ary and musical activity, and he sought to encourage the type of convivial,
intellectually "improving" sociability to which he had become accustomed
in Edinburgh by forming a debating club; his circle included his child-
hood friend, the poetically minded excise officer Gilbert Gordon of Hal-
leaths, whose death eventually created an opening for Burns.'^ Lord Sel-
kirk's patronage gained Blacklock the living of Kirkcudbright in 1760, but
the congregation, angered at being assigned a moderate-party placeman,
rejected him, using his blindness as a convenient excuse.'̂  Haunted by vio-
lent threats on his person and litigation over his stipend, in 1765 Blacklock
returned to Edinburgh, where, assisted by his wife Sarah (née Johnston), he
ran a boarding house for college students for whom her husband provided
tuition. Boosted by an honorary doctorate in divinity from St. Andrews,
courtesy of a new patron, the philosopher poet and critic James Beattie,
Blacklock enjoyed what was effectively a "second career," lasting until his
death in 1791, as a literary journalist, scholarly essayist, translator, song-
writer, and pedagogue. Burns and the young Walter Scott were just the two
most prominent poets to record their debt to the mature Blacklock for his
literary encouragement.'^
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Biographers of Burns have tended to give Blacklock a passing nod as a
mere literary curiosity before moving swiftly on with the grand narrative of
Burns's own career, but nevertheless, the blind poet remains ever present in
the popular image of "Burns in Edinburgh," as abidingly constructed in the
Victorian pictorial imagination. Most promiriently, he appears directly to
the right of the central figure of the Ayrshire ploughman in James Edgar's
1854 wash drawing of Robert Burns at an Evening Party oJLord Monbod-
do's, ij86, a conversation piece seen by thousands of visitors to the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery.^^ This conspicuous positioning, at the icono-
graphie center of the Burns legend, reflects the often-repeated claim that a
letter from Blacklock praising the Kilmarnock Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish
Dialect persuaded Burns to drop his plan to emigrate to the West Indies in
the autumn of 1786 and instead seek an Edinburgh publisher for a second
edition. This is how Burns himself tells the story in the frequently quoted
account he provided a year later for his patron John Moore:

I had taken the last farewel of my few friends; my chest was on the road
to Greenock; I had composed my last song I should ever measure in
Caledonia, "The gloomy night is gathering fast," when a letter from Dr
Blacklock to a friend of mine overthrew all my schemes by rousing my
poetic ambition,—The Doctor belonged to a set of Critics whose applause
I had not even dared to hope.—His idea that I would meet with every
encouragement for a second edition fired me so much that away I posted
to Edinburgh without a single aquaintance in town, or a single letter of
introduction in my pocket.^"

The essential accuracy of this narrative has stood up to rigorous examina-
tion, though some have sought to qualify either the neatness of Burns's
story or the importance of Blacklock's influence, or both.^^ Most recently,
Sher observes how the "letter to Moore . . . streamlines the story by cre-
ating the false impression that Blacklock's letter immediately fixed Burn's
determination to publish a second edition in Edinburgh," when actu-
ally, some weeks after he had read Blacklock's letter, dated 4 September
1786, Burns decided to abandon the idea of a second Kilmarnock edition
{Enlightenment, 231). It is often observed that it was sometime after Burns
first reached Edinburgh, on 28 November 1787, that he troubled to visit
Blacklock, but this can be readily accountable to practical reasons rather
than disrespect.^^ Whatever the circumstances. Blacklock was clearly
not seriously offended as there is ample evidence for a pronounced degree
of intimacy continuing between Burns and Blacklock right up until the
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elder poet's death three years later. By February 1787, Burns was assuring a
mutual friend that "in Blacklock, who I see very often, I have found what I
would have expected in our friend, a clear head and an excellent heart," and
they are soon found collaborating in compiling the second to fourth vol-
umes of James Johnson's Scots Musical Museum (Burns, Letters, 1:89). Black-
lock was originally going to provide a preface to the Edinburgh edition of
Burns's Poems until he bowed out to his former tutee and eventual biog-
rapher, Henry Mackenzie {Life of Burns, 2:41-42). Once Burns left Edin-
burgh, they exchanged verse epistles; writing to Blacklock in 1788, Burns
urges, "Can I be indifferent to the Fate of man, to whom I owe so much?
A man whom I not only esteem but venerate?" {Letters, 1:338). Burns even
pays to have the blind poet sit for John Miers, the fashionable Edinburgh
"profile painter," and the resulting silhouette was to be given pride of place
"over my new chimney-piece" at Ellisland {Life of Burns, 3:288).

In all the accounts of Blacklock's role as encourager of Burns, lit-
tle attempt has been made to answer the obvious question: what exactly
did Burns mean by associating Blacklock with "a set of Critics for whose
applause I had not even dared to hope?"^^ Although Blacklock was a well-
known Edinburgh figure, his poetic fame largely rested on collections pub-
lished some twenty years earlier, and he has never been credited with pub-
lishing any critical discussions of poetry. His own published poetic oeuvre
is almost without exception composed in standard English, being primar-
ily modeled on Virgil, Horace, Milton, Pope, and especially the Anglo-
Scot, James Thomson. In 1786, Burns evidently assumed that Blacklock,
an elderly protégé of the anglicized Edinburgh literati, was more likely to
reject dialect poetry, especially vernacular satire, as impolite.^'' But before
addressing any apparent anomaly in Blacklock's enthusiasm for Burns
head-on, it is worth rehearsing the precise circumstances surrounding their
earliest contact.

The crucial communication that turned Burns towards Edinburgh was
the letter of 4 September 1786, addressed by Blacklock to the scholarly,
convivial minister of Loudoun in Ayrshire, the Reverend George Law-
rie (1729-99), sometimes known as "Laurie" or "Lowrie."^^ Blacklock was
writing to thank Lawrie for giving him a copy of the Kilmarnock Poems,
first issued at the end of July, 1786, which had been accompanied by an
explanatory letter outlining Burns's personal circumstances.^^ An early
biographer describes Lawrie as "an intimate friend of Principal Robert-
son, Dr Hugh Blair, Dr James Macknight, Dr Blacklock, and several other
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eminent members of the republic of letters."^^ Like Blacklock, Lawrie was
clearly an associate of the more intellectual, moderate wing of the kirk,
which opposed the illiberal, dogmatic Calvinism of the so-called "popular

In the autumn of 1786, Burns became a regular guest at the Loudoun
manse at St. Margaret's Hill, Newmilns near Kilmarnock where, accord-
ing to his brother, "he first. . . tasted the more refined intellectual and
elegant enjoyments of social life" {Land of Burns, 54). Lawrie "had studied
in a particular manner the early poetry and music of the Celtic tribes in
Scotland and Ireland" and shared with Blacklock an antiquarian interest
in the ancient origins of these native traditions and an Enlightenment con-
cern with the progress of society from rudeness to refinement. '̂ Like many
in their circle, both Blacklock and Lawrie had an abiding faith in James
Macpherson's claims for the authenticity of the Ossian poems as the prose
translations of a genuine ancient Scottish epic. Lawrie had actually played a
crucial role in prompting the Ossian episode: upon first meeting Macpher-
son at Moffat around 1759, and being "favoured with three of four transla-
tions of ancient Irish poetry," he later showed them to Blair, who, as Edin-
burgh's new professor of rhetoric and belles lettres, lent scholarly support
with his 1763 Critical Dissertation on the Poems ofOssian.^^ But as Crawford '
notes, promoting Ossian did not necessarily mean celebrating vernacular
Scots; indeed, Macpherson's quasi-Homeric "translatorese" merely served
"to valorise the Ossianic fragments for the refining tastes of Anglophone
literati" (1-2). In this context, it is telling to find Blacklock himself playing
a part in a subsequent stage in this process of mediation by acting as chief
advisor to John Wodrow for his 1771 adaptation of "Fingal: An Ancient
Epic Poem" into "English Heroic Rhyme." This project was declaredly
being undertaken with the deliberate aim of making the Ossianic relics
more palatable to "the English reader."-'̂

In 1786, Lawrie and Blacklock were once again to play a crucial inter-
mediary role in bringing a supposedly "primitive" literary phenomenon to
the attention of the Edinburgh literati, but Blacklock had first encountered
the poetry of Burns earlier and through another channel: "Mr. Dugald
Stewart, professor of Morals in this University [Edinburgh] had formerly
read me three of the poems, and I had desired him to get me inserted
among the subscribers; but whether this was done, or not, I could never
learn."-'̂  The elderly Stewart could not recall if this request predated the
actual appearance of the Kilmarnock edition, but Blacklock's phrasing
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and the dates make this seem very likely (the Kilmarnock edition does
not carry a subscribers list). On the evidence of the authorial manuscript
copies Stewart retained into old age, I think it likely that the three poems
Blacklock first heard were "To a Mouse," "To a Mountain Daisy," and "The
Lament."-'^ Whatever the precise chronology, Stewart was certainly the first
Edinburgh academician to meet Burns who was a guest at the professor's
country house near Mauchline in October 1786. The Edinburgh philoso-
pher may have also been the prompt for Blacklock writing to Lawrie in
November 1786 that "a report had reached me that a second edition of the
Poems was projected, consisting, according to some, of twelve, or, accord-
ing to others, of five thousand copies, at the expense of the gentlemen of
Ayrshire, for the Author's benefit" {Life of Burns, 1:448-49). At any event.
Blacklock generously subscribed for seven copies of the first Edinburgh
edition.

Blacklock's original communication of early September 1786—contain-
ing his favorable comments on his "pleasing perusal" of the Kilmarnock
Poems—is often cited, but rarely in full. Blacklock was obviously aware of
Burns's lowly social origins and constrained material circumstances; "Many
instances," he tells Lawrie, "have I seen of Nature's force and beneficence
exerted under numerous and formidable disadvantages; but none equal to
that which you have been kind enough to present me." Blacklock, who
was more aware than most of what it meant for a poet to struggle against
"formidable disadvantages," set about making practical moves to promote
Burns:

I have little intercourse with Dr Blair, but will take care to have the poems
communicated to him by the intervention of some mutual friend. It has
been told me by a gentleman, to whom I showed the performances, and
who sought a copy with diligence and ardour, that the whole impression
is already exhausted. It were, therefore, much to be wished for the sake of
the young man, that a second edition, more numerous than the former,
could immediately be printed; as it appears certain that its intrinsic merit,
and the exertions of the author's friends, might give it a more universal
circulation than any thing of the kind which has been published within my
memory.''''

We can safely assume that, when writing of "any thing of the kind," Black-
lock was thinking of poetry in the Scottish vernacular. He had certainly
found much to admire in these new examples, commending their "pathos
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and delicacy in his serious poems, a vein of wit and humour in those of a
more festive turn, which cannot be too much admired, nor too warmly
approved; and I think I shall never open the book without feeling my
astonishment renewed and increased" (Life of Burns, 1:417). Given the sub-
sequent sentimentalization of the Burns oeuvre, I think it is worth noting
that Blacklock equally admires what he identifies as two aspects of the
poet's work, the serious and the humorous. By any measure, this is warm
praise, but, as Burns clearly thought at the time, somewhat surprising in
the light of Blacklock's own anglicized poetic practice and, as will shortly
emerge, of his published critical pronouncements.

Blacklock's poetic values had been originally forged by his experiences
as a student at Edinburgh in the 1740s and early 1750s when he came under
the patronage of Hume and the Select Society. Blacklock was refused full
membership, but the fact that he applied implies his early social aspirations.
Writing to Dodsley in 1759, Blacklock recalls how, after the "generous sub-
scription promoted by you ÔC Mr Spence," he had

commenced a severe course of Study, to prepare a course of lectures on
Criticism, or if you please on the Belle Letters w[hi]ch I intended to
deliver to the Students in Edin[burg]h. . . . But when I consulted my
friends there, I found that a set of Gentlemen, who were prepossessed
in favour of one Mr Adam Fergusson \sic\; a youth who added, to all the
advantages he could derive from a great genius, a correct taste 8c a liberal
education, all those improvements which are acquired by travelling, 8c
which a just and comprehensive knowledge of Mankind, can bestow.
Sensible of the importance of this Society, 8ccheck'd by my sincere
friendship of Mr Fergusson, I resolved never to enter the lists, though
perhaps I might have lost no honour by the competition.

In 1759, with Hume's support, Ferguson, the future historian, was awarded
the Edinburgh chair of natural philosophy, for which he was wholly
unqualified. A young, blind scholar was clearly in the weaker position being
beholden to the Select Society, which, at Hume's urging, had patronized
Blacklock's Poems of 1754 and 1756. More pertinently, in accord with the
published values of the Select Society, Hume had actively sought to ensure
that Blacklock's published poems were purged of any residue of "Scotti-
cisms."^^ Typically, Hume ends a letter of recommendation to Spence with
the following postscript:
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Mr. Blacklock is very docible, and glad to receive corrections. I am only
afraid he is too apt to have a deference to other people's judgement. I did
not see the last edition [the 1752 Edinburgh edition of Blacklock's Poems]
till it was printed; but have sent him some objections to passages, for
which he .was very thankful. I also desired him to retrench some poems
entirely. . . . You will very much oblige him, if you use the same freedom.
I have remarked to him some Scotticisms; but you are better qualified for
doing him that service.^^

The one telling exception to this process of linguistic purging is "A Pasto-
ral Song," modeled on Allan Ramsay's The Gentle Shepherd (1724), in which
Blacklock employs some limited Scots vocabulary ("lang," "frae," "nae,"
"mair"). Such usage was highly unusual in Blacklock's published verse—his
other published "songs," notably "A Translation of an Old Scots Song," have
standard English lyrics—yet it is noticeable that, in his meticulous analysis
of Blacklock's poetics, Spence draws approving attention to this particu-
lar lyric "in Spite of the old Scotch Words, that abound in it," because "the
old Language . . . agrees very much with his Subject."^^ The Scottish ver-
nacular is excusable when placed in the relatively lowly context of a pastoral
lyric, or within an antiquarian frame that reveals it as a quaint survival of
an otherwise outmoded language.-''

Hume insisted that the manipulation of Blacklock's verses for publica-
tion was undertaken with the poet's full approval. Such acquiescence was in
keeping with that of many other post-Union Scottish men of letters seeking
social advancement, though the degree to which this was merely a strate-
gic necessity or a fully internalized sense of linguistic inferiority remains a
matter for debate. Remarking upon how many "paradoxes abound in eigh-
teenth-century Scottish attitudes to language," Nigel Leask observes that
not only did all the key vernacular poets, Ramsay, Ferguson, and Burns,
pubhsh work in standard Enghsh, but many of the leading academicians,
for all their concerns with purging their prose writings and formal public
discourse of Scotticisms, continued to speak Scots in private ("Burns," 204).
We will never know how Blacklock, who studied Latin, Greek, French,
and Italian, actually spoke, but his physical disability and consequent reli-
ance upon charity throughout his early career must have added to any pres-
sures to conform to polite norms.

It was, for example, within this climate of linguistic negotiation if not
anxious ambivalence that Blacklock, eager to parade his credentials as a
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teacher, published his didactic poem. An Essay on Universal Etymology-,- or
the Analysis of a Sentence (Dumfries, 1756). Writing to Dodsley to solicit the
London bookseller's opinion on the manuscript. Blacklock explains that

long Study and repeated Experience has made it plain to me, how great Sc
how numerous the Difliculties are, which a Scotch Man has to encounter,
before he can write with that facility & Chastness which occur naturally
to an Englishman; And which are necessary to give him that Elegant
Satisfaction so justly expected from every one that pretends to instruct, or
entertain the Publick. I am sensible that the strictest Attention & Care
are too little to guard us against harsh periods, Sc exotic idioms which are
rendered familiar to us from our Infancy by the Difference our manners.
Conversations Sc Accent.

The young Blacklock's self-conscious awareness of the cultural difference
between England and Scotland and his anxieties over "exotic" linguistic
"idioms" suggest a somewhat reluctant acceptance of prevailing pressures.''^
As a lifelong Unionist, he may have thought it a price worth paying. Black-
lock's letters certainly show him positively embracing a notion of "Brit-
ish" literature, a gesture in keeping with Crawford's thesis that this post-
Culloden generation of Scottish literati were the first to develop a distinctly

. "British" critical perspective.''^
But for Blacklock's views on Scottish poetry we need to turn to his

overlooked literary journalism of the 1770s, when he regularly contributed
anonymous reviews of new literary, philosophical, and theological titles to
Gilbert Stuarts's innovative Edinburgh Magazine and Review kyjTi—TJ)-''^
These reveal a pattern of critical values in keeping with the patriotic com-
mercial interests of the magazine's other Scottish shareholders, the printer
William Creech (to whom Burns later sold the rights of his Edinburgh edi-
tion), the encyclopedist William Smellie, the bookseller Charles Elliot, and
the London bookseller John Murray.'''' Blacklock invariably reviews titles in
which Creech, Elliot, or Murray have an individual or collective interest,
and his opinions fulfill the magazine's self-conscious aim of selling Scot-
tish culture to an English readership. This market orientation provides the
immediate context for comprehending Blacklock's critical stance towards
native poetic productions as glaringly revealed in the following extract from
his review oi Poems, Chiefiy Rural (1774), by William Richardson, professor
of humanity at Glasgow:''^
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. However common it may be among us to extol the refinements and
learning of the present period, . . . still it must be acknowledged that, in
purity of idiom, in propriety of diction, and in accuracy of accentuation,
the generality of Scotch writers, who have not travelled, or studied the
language with unwearied attention and assiduity, are obviously inferior to
the English. A paragraph in prose, but much more effectually, a stanza in
verse, are, for the most part, amply sufficient to ascertain the distinction.
These assertions, we are sorry to add, are not gratuitous. They will appear
evident as the light of heaven, to any man of taste who will make the
experiment. It must, therefore, give us and every sincere enthusiast for
literature, the most real and sensible pleasure, to see a new genius arise
in our country, who, to the fire and fancy of a genuine poet, adds the
propriety and elegance of a fine writer; and whose Muse, discovers not by
the barbarity of her accent, and the harshness of her numbers, that she has
acquired her first ideas of harmony and modulation north of the Tweed.''^

Here Blacklock adds "barbarity" to his earlier charge of "exoticism" against
Scottish linguistic difference in an assumption of inferiority common in
his Anglophile circle. Such anxiety with regard to English critical opinion
is even more evident in Blacklock's comments on Thomas Mercer's Poems,
by the Author of the Sentimental Sailor; containing Arthur's Seat {1774), when
he warns that "English connoisseurs in particular, will tell our author, that
he has been too free in excluding articles,*' and that "an English ear will be
frequently shocked with the dissonance of his rhymes."''^ Blacklock com-
mends the local topographical and historical description in "Arthur's Seat,"
but concludes that the poem as a whole fallç short of the best English stan-
dards. Indeed, reading all his reviews one is left assuming that Blacklock
considered it the duty of native writers to emulate as far as possible the lit-
erary proprieties of their English counterparts.

In 1773, when Blacklock himself turned to native, historical subject
matter for his long poem The Graham; an Historical Ballad in Four Cantos
{1773), he composed it in standard English. It is an overt attempt at pro-
Unionist propaganda, a political aim acknowledged in the authorial preface
where Blacklock parades his Anglo-Scottish family background to empha-
size his firm endorsement of rejecting ancestral, tribal hostilities in favor
of a peaceful union of Scotland and England within a Hanoverian "Great
Britain."''^ Because of its pro-Unionist stance The Graham was glowingly
reviewed in the Edinburgh Magazine by Stuart.''' By this date, Walter Rud-
diman's more blatantly nationalist Edinburgh Weekly Magazine was starting
to play a crucial role in the vernacular revival as the place where most of
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Robert Fergusson's poetry was first printed.^" Blacklock, who made occa-
sional pseudonymous prose contributions, would have surely followed the
debate in the Weekly Magazine's letters pages as prompted by the printing
of Fergusson, though regrettably no evidence has emerged for him partici-
pating in this discussion.^^ However, Blacklock does betray more sympa-
thy towards native Scottish traditions in his article "Poetry," one of several
anonymous contributions he made—including the preface—to the second
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (1778-83).̂ •̂  In this article, which
played a historical role in the process of poetic canon-formation. Blacklock
assumes that his readers will be as familiar with Ossian, as with Homer,
Milton, or Gray, and in a display of patriotic confidence comparable to that
evident in Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, first pub-
lished in the same year. Blacklock also cites several Scottish authoritative
critical works, including Elements of Criticism (1762) by Henry Home, Lord
Kames, and the protoromantic criticism of Blacklock's personal associate,
James Beattie (Crawford, 34). Blacklock's Encyclopaedia article does not
address vernacular poetry, but does betray interest in the linguistic differ-
ences between England and Scotland, listing certain ancient words "pecu-
liar to poetry" bearing distinctive meanings that remain in "vulgar" use
in Scotland but survive only "in the English poetical dialect."^-' Blacklock
never pursues the potential inference that vulgar Scots might be inherently
more poetic than modern English, but, as Leask observes in a related con-
text, such antiquarian claims for vernacular Scots being an uncorrupted
survival of old English could support a whole range of political agendas,
serving to uphold "the cause of anglicizers, who argued that Scots was in
the process of being improved" or alternatively by supporting "a more radi-
cal position which regarded modern Scots as a pure and uncorrupted dia-
lect of English." Within Scotland, this latter argument "was often identi-
fied with cultural nationalism, albeit one usually content to assert a strong
role for Scotland within the British Union, rather than advocating political
separatism" (Leask, "Burns," 206-07). Blacklock's invocation of the thesis
in the pointedly named Encyclopaedia Britannica does no more than reveal
this moderate pro-Unionist form of cultural nationalism.

I would suggest that there is nothing in what we have seen thus far of
Blacklock's own poetic practice and albeit anonymously published criti-
cism that would have us predict he would emerge in 1786 as a keen cham-
pion of Burns.^'' But Blacklock's cultural allegiances, critical interests, and
poetic practice will be shown to have been far more complex than hith-
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erto presented. Most significantly, although it was never published in his
lifetime. Blacklock did write verse in Scots. In 1789, he sent Burns a ver-
nacular verse epistle asking how he was faring with his new farm and fam-
ily. ̂ ^ This might easily be dismissed as a "one-off̂ ' stab at this distinctly
patriotic form—other admirers were to indulge in the same playful mode
of exchange with Burns—but despite Blacklock's apparent willingness to
disparage native "idioms," this was not his first venture into versification in
"Broad Scots" (his term).

Blacklock's poetic manuscripts include a poem in vernacular Scots
entitled "To the Revd. Mr. Oliver On receiving a collection of Scotch
Poems from him. An Epistle" (see appendix). The survival of this verse
epistle proudly celebrating a native Scottish poetic tradition provides clear
evidence of Blacklock's private respect for his dual linguistic inheritance.'^
But the suppression of this particular poem from print, including from the
posthumous Poems of 1793 overseen by Mackenzie, confirms a pattern of
editorial intervention that consistently filtered out any ventures into the
vernacular. Blacklock's "Epistle" was composed in 1767, and thus represents
an early example in one line of coterie vernacular experimentation that
led to Blacklock and his associates successfully promoting the Kilmarnock
Poems in 1786.'''

The poem's addressee was probably the Stephen Oliver ordained as
minister of Innerleithin in 1755.̂ ^ Oliver was another kirk minister with
antiquarian interests, but his precise connection with Blacklock remains
obscure.^' Although the "collection" of the poem's title is never specified,
internal evidence firmly points to James Watson's Choice Collection of Comic
and Serious Scots Poems both Ancient and Modern (in three parts: Edinburgh,
1706,1709,1711), which contains all the poems cited in Blacklock's poem.
The "Epistle" consists of seventeen stanzas in the six-line Scottish verse
form known by the epithet "Standard Habbie," which Allan Ramsay used
to compliment the mid seventeenth-century poet Robert Sempill of Bel-
trees, whose on "The Life and Death of the Piper of Kilbrachan, or the
Epitaph of Habbie Simpson" was an early example of this stanza form.
This latter poem was included in Watson's Collection, and Blacklock him-
self relies on Sempill's account of a domestic piper's death to symbolize the
neglect of Scots poetry. As a native, vernacular version of the type of cote-
rie Horatian verse epistle favoured by Pope, "Standard Habbie" had also
been influentially adopted as a medium for the patriotic discussion of Scots
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poetry in the "Familiar Epistles Between Lieutenant William Hamilton [of
Gilbertfield] and Allan Ramsay" (1721). These exchanges provided a model
for Blacklock's own epistle to Oliver, as they were later to do for Robert
Fergusson in the 1770s, and subsequently for Burns, and it is the very form
in which Burns familiarly addressed Blacklock in 1789.̂ °

Blacklock's epistle to Oliver opens with two stanzas of conventional
compliments towards the addressee and his family, but the core of the poem
describes the poet's emotional and ultimately polemical response to Wat-
son's collection. Blacklock laments that, though "rude and limping be her
rhyme," Scotland's poetry has been unfairly driven into the obscurity of an
"involuntary lent" through poverty and "lack o' gear." One by one. Black-
lock addresses some key characters from this poetic tradition; alongside
"Habbie Sympson," he mentions "the King and Queen of Fair" as depicted
in the late seventeenth-century poem "Lamiarum Vestitus," and the grey-
hound "Bonnie Heck," as portrayed in William Hamilton's mock elegy
"The Last Dying Words of Bonnie Heck, a famous Grey-Hound in the
Shire of Fife" (later used as the model for Burn's "Death and Dying Words
of Poor Mailie").^^ Blacklock playfully imagines each of these figures as
embodying a great, though sadly impoverished Scottish poetic tradition that
has become shabby and ignored. In a blatant gesture of cultural assertion.
Blacklock declares that "The King and Queen of Fairy, . . . / ne'er were
half sae spruce I ween / In Shakespeare's cladding." These ancestral fig-
ures would despise the present generation for neglecting them in favor of a
"southern phrase" that is like trying to strike a deal with "a Tartar." To ape
the manners of the English is to follow the foolish jackdaw in Aesop's fable,
who dressed himself up in peacock feathers, only to be exposed by the other
birds as a fraud. Blacklock's use of this fable to expose contemporary Anglo-
phonism as an unstable form of false consciousness accords with Homi
Bhabha's account of an English colonialist discourse that "often speaks in a
tongue that is forked, not false" and that employs "mimicry" as "the sign of a
double articulation."^^ Writing from his own complex position as a Scottish-
born poet who habitually published verses in English, Blacklock confirms
that he was himself aware of the inherent ambivalence and vulnerability of
such mimicry—Bhabha's "almost the same, but not quite" (86).

In his epistle. Blacklock proposes to compensate for the neglect of the
Scots tradition by digging deep into his own limited purse to rescue these
poems from "Oblivion's gloom" to get them "brand new reprinted." The
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epistle closes with him imagining the positive cultural impact of such a vol-
ume in Edinburgh, England, and America. Whereas the "doughty benders
of auld Rieky" shall celebrate with refilled glasses.

The Younkers snell and Leetchie's braw
Frae England or America,
Wha bann us till they break their ga

For barbarous Scots,
In taste shall own us after a'

Nae Hottentots.

In this spirited reversal of Blacklock's known public claims for Scottish lin-
guistic "barbarity," the clinching argument is that publishing these native
poems will prove to the world that the Scots are "Nae Hottentots." His
epistle seeks to construct a counterdiscourse by which the voice of a mar-
ginalized subject appropriates the terms of the dominant discourse, in this
instance, English constructions of the Scots as savages, to claim a mea-
sure of legitimate representation.^-' But as the closing racist slur on "Hot-
tentots" indicates, in so doing the poem clearly does not fully escape from
participating in the underlying imperialist assumptions of the dominant
culture that Blacklock was elsewhere happy to uphold. To establish a place
for an impoverished, socially embarrassed Scottish vernacular poetry upon
the cultural high ground occupied by an emergent "English Literature,"
in which Shakespeare already stands supreme. Blacklock seeks to separate
such native cultural production from something far distant. South Africa,
and purportedly more primitive. The poem's ultimate strategy is to identify .
a good primitivism that is worth spending precious money to preserve, if
only as a museum piece, over against one that, by being identified as truly
"barbarous," is deemed worthless.

When Miller first noted the existence of this poem in 1913, he was
clearly disappointed not to have found any new references to Burns, though
he did print a couple of isolated stanzas as evidence that, unlike Beattie,
Blacklock "loved the vernacular" and had "a hearty contempt for Angli-
fied Scots" ("Blacklock's Manuscripts," 7). Blacklock's epistle to Oliver cer-
tainly reveals a more positive attitude towards the vernacular tradition than
any he is known to have expressed in print, but the cultural import of this
suppressed poem is manifestly more complicated than Miller's assertions
suggest. By presenting an argument for the cultural value of publishing
vernacular poetry, Blacklock's epistle to Oliver belongs firmly within the
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patriotic "Standard Habbie" tradition, but insofar as these concerns appear
to be essentially antiquarian, we still have no explanation for Blacklock's
eventual promotion of Burns. Blacklock often employed the conversational
verse epistle as a playful means of communicating with literary associates,
but, with the exception of those to Oliver and Burns, all extant examples
are in polished English. Nevertheless, even if these two known forays into
the vernacular were no more than isolated private exercises in conviviality,
playful linguistic gestures for particular addressees, they certainly reflect a
more long-standing concern with Scots forms and language.

The only traceable response to Blacklock's poetic foray into the ver-
nacular is found in his extensive correspondence with Beattie. The manu-
script of the epistle to Oliver is undated, but in a letter to Blacklock of 26
December 1767, Beattie referred to the poem as being "recently composed."
Continuing on from some previous correspondence over vernacular poetry
(untraced), Beattie reports that there is about to be published at Aberdeen

a poem in the Broad Scotch Dialect. The author who lives in a remote
part of the country has committed the care of the Manuscript to me. I
have read it over, and find it is not destitute either of humour or invention;
but the humour is low, and the invention has much of that sort of
improbability into which a total ignorance of mankind is apt to betray
an author. The language is moteley \sic\ enough; it is not the language of
Allan Ramsay, but the dialects of Angus Mearns and Aberdeenshire all
jumbled together. However I have a value for the Author, who is an old
man of a very social and affectionate disposition. I shall send you a copy of
the book as soon as it comes out.

The poem was The Fortunate Shepherdess, a Pastoral Tale; in three cantos, in
the Scottish Dialect. By Mr. Alexander Ross schoolteacher at Lochlee (Aberdeen,
1768). A subsequent letter from Beattie of May 24th implies that sometime
in the interim. Blacklock obliged by sending a copies of a "Song" (uniden-
tified) and his epistle to Oliver. Beattie responds with:

Your Epistle in the Scotch Dialect is the best ofthat sort of composition I
have seen these many years. I am surprised because I do not find any traces
of such a talent in myself. Yet I understand most of our provincial dialects
perfectly well, and am not at all insensible to the expressiveness of some
of our phrases, nor to that singular turn of humour to which our vulgar
tongue is peculiarly adapted.
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Blacklock's epistle has clearly surprised his friend. Beattie's potentially dis-
dainful association of dialect poetry with "low humour" is not unexpected
coming from a Scottish academic critic of this period, but as an antiquar-
ian, he is prepared to countenance Blacklock's proposal for preserving the
best of this tradition:

I would fain flatter myself, that you are serious in what you promise in your
Epistle, of printing a collection of Scottish poems. We have a sufficiency
of materials for an ampler Sc better collection, than has hitherto appeared.
The Evergreen in two volumes is not much amiss; but all the pieces in it
are not judiciously chosen; and if I rightly remember, it is confined to such
as were written before the years 1600, and therefore wants all the works of
our later authors.

Allan Ramsay's important two-volume anthology. The Ever Green, . . .
a Collection of Scots poems wrote by the Ingenious before 1600 (Edinburgh,
1724-27), together with his own Scots poems, were of course a primary
inspiration for both Fergusson and Burns. I have already noted Black-
lock's early exposure to Ramsay's poetry in a list of otherwise classical and
English models, but, aside from the "Pastoral Song" noted above, the only
overt evidence of Ramsay's influence is Blacklock's short, unpublished
standard English poem "Conscience, an Epigram imitated from Ramsay's
Evergreen." Beattie's own opinion of Ramsay is made clear in the letter to
Blacklock just cited:

In a collection of this kind I would propose to admit nothing except what
is written in the genuine Scotch Dialect; many of Allan Ramsay's songs,
and some of his larger poems particularly Content, Tartana Sec are written
in a sort of English—these I would reject, and indeed they are not the best
of his works. What if a Dissertation on the Scotch language, versification
and poetry, were prefixed? Would not this heighten the value of such a
book, and perhaps recommend our vernacular productions to the notice of
strangers? For though I am sensible that we are by no means in condition
to cope with our Neighbours the English, I am firmly of opinion that
most of our homespun strains are above contempt, and that many of them
are excellent. I sincerely wish, you would undertake such a publication,
it would amuse without fatiguing you; and it would do a credit to our
country.^^

Writing to their mutual associate Dr. James Gregory a few weeks later,
Beattie repeats his remarks on The Fortunate Shepherdess and the value of
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publishing poetry in "the Broad Scotch Dialect." He reports that "know-
ing" Ross "to be a good-humoured social old man, I wrote a few Scotch
verses in recommendation of his work, which were inserted in the Aber-
deen Journal."^^ "To Mr Allen Ross at Lochlee Author of The Fortunate
Shepherdess and other poems in the broad Scotch dialect," a sixteen-stanza
verse epistle in "Standard Habbie," appeared anonymously in úit Aber-
deen Journal for 6 June 1768, accompanied by a short introductory letter
from Beattie signing himself "Oliver Oldstile." In September, these verses
were reprinted anonymously in Ruddimen's Weekly Magazine, or Edinburgh
Amusement.^^ Blacklock could -well be the "Philalethes" who wrote to the
magazine a month later commending the poem while noting that "our old-
est Scots lyric poets," as befits "their good taste," seem to have derived "the
measure" from an ode of Horace, and expressing surprise that "no English
poet of any note" has adopted it.^' Certainly, Beattie had taken Black-
lock's patriotic epistle to Oliver as something of a literary challenge and
proceeded to produce his own "Standard Habbie" verse epistle in "Broad
Scots" in response. Not only does Beattie's poem concur with Blacklock's
sentiments concerning a "shabby" Scots poetic tradition, but it even con-
tains some verbal echoes of Blacklock's epistle.™

The composition of these two Scots verse epistles predates by over
three years Ruddiman's first printing of a vernacular poem by Fergusson.
They were being written and discussed by two supporters of the king and
Bute in the wake of the anti-Scbttish oppositional stance of the Wilkites,
which, as all Beattie's correspondence reveals, still rankled. Nevertheless,
when sending Gregory his own foray into the vernacular, Beattie tries to set
aside considerations of political expediency while offering an even blunter
version of his previous, highly qualified remarks to Blacklock:

These verses are my first attempt in the Scotch Dialect and will probably
be my last; for though I very much admire some of our old Scotch poems,
I would not wish to add to the number of them. Without regard to our
political circumstances, the English language, from its own intrinsic value,
is a thousand times more worthy of our cultivation. The Scotch Tongue is
really barren in itself, and having been long confined to the lowest sort of
people, is now become incapable of expressing any thing but low humour.
However I could wish to see a good collection of the best pieces in that
dialect, with a proper glossary, that they may neither be lost, nor become
unintelligible: and lately wrote to Dr Blacklock requesting him to make
such a ^̂
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Again, when sending "To Mr Allen Ross" to the Edinburgh banker Wil-
liam Forbes in October 1768, Beattie repeats almost word-for-word his
earlier comments on Ramsay, but comes to the more emphatically nega-
tive conclusion that "I do not think the Broad Scotch a language worth
the cultivating, especially as it tends to corrupt a much nobler one, the
English."^^ These harsh verdicts on contemporary vernacular poetry, from
the future compiler of the compendious Scotticisms Arranged in Alphabeti-
cal Order, Designed to Correct Improprieties of Speech and Writing (1787), align
with the similarly dismissive opinions Beattie eventually published in his
popular critical essays.̂ ^ Notwithstanding, reading these private conversa-
tions of 1768 we are not really surprised that Beattie and, more particularly.
Blacklock should collaborate with Burns over compiling a volume of native
Scottish lyrics.

We do not have Blacklock's immediate response to Beattie's comments
on poetry in Scots, but he evidently took a more generous view than his
own academic patrons. It was Blacklock, after all, who later wrote to Law-
rie in November 1786 with respect to the Kilmarnock Poems that "I will
venture to assure you that most, if not all, of the Scots poems will fail of
gaining" Hugh Blair's "approbation," since "his tastes are too highly pol-
ished and his genius too regular in its emotions to make allowances for the
sallies of a more impetuous ardour." This comment has often been cited,
but not the continuation, where Blacklock adds that, on his part, when
reading Burns, he "can enter into the sentiment of Mr Pope that Author's,
'tis true, may gloriously offend, / And fault commit true critics dare not
mend. / From common rules with brave disorder part, / And snatch a grace
beyond the reach of art.'"^'' Here, Blacklock draws support from Pope's
Longinian stance in the Essay on Criticism, who maintains that poetic
genius can, in exceptional cases, bend the rules, to defend Burns against
the anticipated criticisms of more exacting critics like Blair, who, for all his
support of Burns, did indeed express anxieties over "oaths, indecencies, or
'quite inadmissible' references to the Scriptures."^^ If this suggests a ploy on
the part of Blacklock, himself a classically educated grammarian, to "sell"
Burns to the most rule-bound literati, he was merely picking up on the
allusion in Burns's own call to "gie me ae spark o' Nature's fire. / That's all
the learning I desire."̂ ^ Blacklock's Anglo-Scottish family background may
partly account for his willingness to encourage such cultural connections,
but he also encouraged those connections because he knew what it was like
to have one's own poetic ardor reined in. Spence's reassurances to potential
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subscribers that Blacklock habitually suppressed his more facetious poetry
out of a heightened sense of propriety were later reinforced by Mackenzie,
who, in casting Blacklock as a quiescent "Man of Feeling," emphasized
the blind poet's good nature by observing that, although "extremely sen-
sible to what he thought ill usage" of either himself or friends, "his resent-
ment was always confined to a few satirical verses which were generally
burnt soon after."̂ ^ Contrary to such claims, Blacklock's manuscript books
reveal that he not only retained some of these verse satires, but also care-
fully prepared them for publication (in my view, these are amongst Black-
lock's best verse). They include a few substantial poems targeting unreli-
able patrons and political corruption at both a local and national level. For
example, his robust ballad "On the Readmission of a Great Commoner
[Lord Chatham] to the Administration" (written after July 1766) mocks
the self-serving ambitions of Pitt the Elder from the position of a Scottish
patriot supporter of Bute and the king.̂ ^ More pertinently, "Pistapolis. An
Hyperpindaric Ode with notes by Scriblerus Redidivus" (written in 1763)
is a refreshingly coarse-grained verse satire on the hypocritical, malicious,
"unco guid" citizens of Kirkcudbright who had rejected Blacklock's min-
istry, a satire on self-serving, parochial civic leaders reminiscent of Burns's
later attacks upon the pretensions of "holier-than-thou" local worthies.''^
These ironic, morally indignant, angry, witty poems reveal a side of Black-
lock excised from his printed volumes, but one that explains his subsequent
delight in the Kilmarnock Burns. While the practical pressures of eco-
nomic survival can no doubt explain any acquiescence on the young Black-
lock's part in creating the polite, sentimentalized facade of what became
a carefully edited published oeuvre, behind that facade there was a more
socially discontented and politically aware poet.

As post-Union lowland Scots, both Blacklock and Burns had a complex,
though not wholly identical, linguistic inheritance. Despite promoting lit-
erary Anglophonism, Blacklock experimented with vernacular poetry long
before hearing any verse by Burns, and he was evidently more sympathetic
to the vernacular poetic tradition than some of the more "mirthless souls"
amongst his academic patrons. Beattie's particularly dismissive attitude
towards contemporary Scots poetry takes on an added irony in light of
the eventual importance of his verses entitled "To Mr. Alexander Ross,"
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for Burns as the source for adopting "Coila" as his local muse in "The
Vision."^" In October 1787, Burns reported that the Edinburgh engraver
James Johnson, "from an honest Scotch enthusiasm," has "set about col-
lecting all our native Songs and setting them to music,.. . and Drs Beattie
ÔC Blacklock, Mr Tytler, Woodhouselee, and your humble servant to the
utmost of his small power, assist in collecting the old poetry, and some-

. times for a fine air to make a stanza, when it has no words."^^ Blacklock's
assistance in compiling the Scots Musical Museum now seems like an obvi-
ous fulfilment of the type of patriotic publishing project he was proposing
in his epistle to Oliver some twenty years earlier. Returning to Mcllvan-
ney's caution against cultural valorization, while we should not underesti-
mate the pressures on Blacklock to conform to Anglophone values nor dis-
regard Burns's stated perception of the older poet as a guardian of "high"
critical standards, nevertheless, Blacklock's poetic engagements with Burns
are far more extensive than has usually been assumed.

Appendix

To the Revd. Mr. Oliver On receiving a collection of Scotch poems from
him. An E

Fair saw thy face, thou wale of men, best
Ne'er mayst thou dool nor langour ken, grief know
But mirth and nowth* baith butt and ben, both in and out (the home)

Frae year to year. From
Shouldst thou survive e'en ages ten.

Thy spirits chear.

May he, wha rules abune the lift, who rules above the firmament
Gie a' thy failings ample shrift:
Wi'ilka inward precious gift With every

That fits thy calling.
Peace, loave and health their howff ne'er shift home/lodgings

But haunt thy dwelling.

May the sweet partner of thy care.
Banish ilk pain, ilk pleasure share; every pain
Till baith cry had, kind Stars, nue mair; hold no more

Blest may ye be;
Wise kyth thy Sons, thy daughters fair Wise prove

Enchant ilk eye. everyone's
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furnished on Scotch clothing

so delighted

every past hurt

scented [like a dog hunting]

rough grassland

clothes

By Styrx I vow (a fitter aith
Than Saul or Conscience, Trouth or Faith)
The muses, munted in Scotch graith.

Made me saefain.
Heedless of ilka bypass skaith,

I danc'd amain.
To see how sad with discontent
Fell poverty his quarry skent.
And chac'd him fairly to the bent

For lack o' gear.
To keep involuntary lent.

And sober wear.

To see the fairy King and Queen
Sae braw, sae bonnie and sae sheen
My heart wi' blythness lap bedene

Nae danger dreading;
They ne-er were half sae spruce I ween

- In Shakespeare's cleading.

To hear the death o' Bonnie Heck,
A heart mair hard than stane wad break;
Wae worth the Carle, whas cauld neglect

The beast could wrang!
But tho the hangman squeez'd his neck

He lives in sang.

Nor tho the muse be scant of time,
Tho' rude and limping be her rhyme.
Can she with patience thole the crime endure/suffer

Of ilk mad wight, every mad creature
Wha till she couldna glour astime Who till she could not outstare [and astound?]

The mare sae dight. The nightmare/incubus so decked out.

so finely dressed and so beautiful

happiness leaps/jumps quickly

so well dressed I guess

clothing

more stone would

Woe become the fellow whose cold

Grane deep, Aonian Sister's, grane!
Your darling Piper death has tean.
For wham at ilka spouting vein

. My heart weeps crimson:
Must then thy Drone ne'er bum agen

Harmonious Simpson?

groan
taken

hum again
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For Habbie's chanter without bute
Appollo might have chang'd his lute.
Or he** wha frae her keepers stout

Jove's Lemman freed;
His bags are torn, his wind is out.

He's dead, cauld dead.

Blaw up his Bags, ye sacred Nine;
To you he left the sweet propyne;
The tuneful poet cry'd; and syne

Wi fragrant air
Inspird frae fundaments divine.

The Bags 'gan rair.

Waefa' the hapless clients weird.
In turn by lawyers fletch'd and fear'd.
Till riffl'd, spoil'd, hector'd Scleer'd,

He quits the law. Sir,
Wi scare a hair left in his beard

To blunt his razor.

Frae eard should our bald Gutchers rise.
How would their sauls ilk Oe despise
Wha southern phrase, a winsome prize

For theirs could barter;
Yet when the ape his English tries

He takes a Tartar?

who from

help

mistress/lover

gift of drink/cup

With

from

bagpipes began to roar

Grieved woeful/fated

from earth bald grandfathers

every grandson

Whose merry/cheerful

The Daw in peacock's fathers dress'd. Jackdaw
When first he mingles wi the rest, with
Wow! But he shaws awally crest shows a beautiful

And pensy stride! affected
But soon the birds the fool divest;

Sae comes o'pride. so

Posterity shall now rehearse
Ilk tuneful Bards harmonious verse
For gin my cunzie be na scarce. Against a time when my money be not scarce '

And purse sar stinted, sorely limited
Oblivion's gloom they soon shall pierce.

Brand new reprinted.
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The doughty benders of auld Rieky mighty drinkers of Edinburgh
Shall to their bowl gar add an ikie, have cause to add an extra drink
While they with tongue baith gleg and sleeky both sharp

Repeat the clink, . knock/ring, i.e., for more drink
And feel its spirit fire ilk cheekie each cheek

Ans red wi drink. And with
The Younkers snell and Leetchie's braw Youngsters keen and brave Laggards
Frae England or America, From
Wha bann us till they break their ga curse . gall

For barbarous Scots,
In Taste shall own us after a'

Nae Hottentots.

* Possibly a rare variant of "nowther" (neither/nor).
* * Mercury who first having charmed Argos with his pipe, killed him ôc
delivered Io [original footnote: see Ovid, Metamorphoses, book i].
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